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It would appear that you still appreciate this light
hearted communication, from the many pleasant
compliments received - Thank you. Ed. Derek

Paraprosdokians: (what a difficult word to say!)
are figures of speech in which the latter part of the
sentence is unexpected; Winston Churchill loved
them:

“Thank you for the funny jokes but we haven’t had any of
the earlier ones that have been sent out and this is number
9 . Any chance of receiving the ones we have missed.
Thanks for the good work you are doing take care.” F & T








Where there is a will, I want to be in it.
If I agreed with you, we’d both be wrong.
Behind every successful man is his
woman; behind the fall of a successful
man is usually another woman.
War does not determine who is right only who is left.
Nostalgia isn’t what it used to be; nor is
there any future in it.

“You will understand when you are
older”
Bye Bye!

“Well, I am older and I understand
absolutely nothing”

First day back to school

Man who said he was going to log
off Facebook for a while and return
wearing a padded envelope said,

“I’ll be back in a jiffy”
We are going to have to retire the expression

”avoid it like the plague”
because it turns out that some humans
do not do that.
I thought it was a nasal swab !

BROKEN CALCULATORS
You have to use all the available keys,
and only ONCE, to make the total
Puzzle by Douglas Beagle

Apparently loss of taste is one of the
first symptoms of Covid 19 and
judging by the look of your new
outfit, I think you should go and get
tested. !

Can’t wait to see all the back to school photographs .

“My brother took going to jail really
badly.
“He refused all offers of food and
drink and even became violent.
'Your father misses commuting since
his bank told him to work from home'

“We haven’t played Monopoly since!“

Just once, I want a username
and password prompt to say,
‘Close Enough’

How old were you when you realised that

“DAMMIT I’M MAD”
Spelled backwards it is

“DAMMIT I’M MAD”

Only in the UK could you go to prison
for not having a TV licence,
and then watch television in prison
without a TV licence.

To husband:

“You must quarantine again. You
have a choice: a) to be with your
wife and teenage s . . .”
Husband butts in “b) definitely B”

